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ECTS CREDITS
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FIELD OF KNOWLEDGE
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Objectives and Competences
This Degree aims to respond to the upcoming market needing's 
in order to strengthen the professional field of aeronautics 
contributing to the opening up of new knowledge and              
incorporating a new line of studies with a high technological 
impact.

These studies have a national and international projection and 
offer a wide range of professional opportunities in a continuously 
growing market, the possibility of employability in airline            
companies and in the aviation industry and the strengthening of 
students' skills in STEM education.

The Degree focuses its scope on promote lectures and seminars 
based on the transversal and specific competences pilot             
graduates need to acquire.

The Degree will be governed in accordance with institutional 
regulations, in its aspects of management, specialized training, 
counselling, cooperation between disciplines, quality supervision, 
regulations and funding. To achieve these goals, Direction 
collaborates with other external entities and will provides an 
infrastructure with high-level resources and facilities, advanced 
technology and committed lecturers staff.

The Universidad de Burgos incorporates from the academic year 
21-22 the Degree in Airline Pilot for Cargo and Passenger               
Transport. In three Academic Courses, graduate students will be 
able to work as pilots with an official international flight license 
on regular airlines and work on ground positions thanks to the 
competences acquired within the 204 ECTs that will be offered.

Senior proffessors and certified personal by the European Union 
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) integrate the academic team 
supporting the lectures of the Degree.

In the first academic course, contents will endorse specific 
Integrated Airline Transport Pilot License (ATPL) subjects and 
flight instruction practices. Lectures will take place in the             
university facilities whilst instrumental activities, flight simulator 
training (Airbus A320 and Boeing 737) and flight instruction will 
take place at the Burgos Airport.

In the second academic course, contents will endorse remaining 
ATPL subjects and air navigation subjects. Moreover, flight 
instruction will continue being a relevant portion of activities.

In the third academic course, students will complete their 
competences and skills by attending a wide range of aeronautical 
subjects, simulator sessions and flight instruction tutorials.

Throughout the degree, students will have the chance of enrich 
their wisdom in aeronautical competences by attending seminars 
with experts and visiting aerospace enterprises.

Lectures will be face to face and streaming and provided in 
English language.



Professional Opportunities
These studies have a national and international projection and 
offer a wide range of professional opportunities in a continuously 
growing market, the possibility of employability in airline           
companies and in the aviation industry and the strengthening of 
students' skills in STEM education.

The Degree qualifies graduated students to work as a             
passenger and cargo transport pilot on national and                    
international airlines. In addition, the possession of this title 
empowers to develop ground personnel positions (in                
maintenance, aircraft design, management, etc.).

Moreover, the Degree bears the recognition of an Academic 
Institution with recognized prestige, such as the Universidad       
de Burgos.
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Methodology
Lectures will be face to face and streaming and provided in 
English language.

The degree contemplates a total of 51 subjects, structured in 3 
academic courses, with a total of 204 ECTs.

The work methodology is adapted to the two types of subjects 
that configure the Degree. The contents related to the ATPLs will 
be taught by an ATO (Approved Training Organization) and the 
part related to academic subjects will be taught by personnel 
selected by the UBU.

The classes related to the ATPL subjects will be carried out 
following an intensive work calendar (approved by Aeropuertos 
Españoles y Navegación Aérea -AENA-) and the classes related to 
the rest of the subjects of the Degree will follow the calendar set 
by the Degree Committee

Day and night fligh instruction practices will follow the plan set by 
the ATO.

The Degree Team will teach contents related to:
• Subjects dedicated to specific ATPL (Airline Transport Pilot 
License) training.

• Material called training (situation subjects).

• Specific subjects of aeronautical technology and                       
management.

• Aircraft flight practices.

• Practices in Airbus A320 and Boeing 737 simulators.

Syllabus
The degree contemplates a total of 51 subjects, structured in 3 
academic courses, with a total of 204 ECTs, of which 112 ECTs are 
compulsory training, 83 ECTs are basic training and 9 ECTs 
correspond to the Bachelor Thesis (BT). The academic courses 
consist of subjects dedicated to specific ATPL (Airline Transport 
Pilot License) training, material called training (situation 
subjects), specific subjects of aeronautical technology and 
management, aircraft flight practices and practices in Airbus 
A320 and Boeing 737 simulators.
• First academic course: 67 ECTs
• Second academic course: 67 ECTs
• Third academic course: 70 ECTs

Teaching guides have been prepared by the academic team and 
coordinated by the Direction of the Degree. Subjects are structu-
red in line with the objectives, competences, knowledge and 
teaching units that students should acquire to be certified as 
official pilots.
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